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Abstract

It is commonly understood that macroeconomic shocks influence commodity prices and that

one channel for this is the link between interest rates, expected future asset returns and stock-

holding. In this paper the link is extended to the petroleum market with the recognition that

recorded stocks of oil comprise a small share of annual demand and that the parallel with

storable commodities is the decision to produce the oil in the first place, as opposed to holding

it in the ground as reserve. Oil reserves are then a key asset in producing countries, which

is arbitraged against financial assets. Thus, when the yield on financial assets falls, retaining

oil reserves becomes more attractive to producing countries, which then have less incentive to

accommodate demand rises, and so the oil price rises. This perspective on oil pricing is modeled

in a dynamic multi-region general equilibrium framework in which regional households manage

portfolios of assets that include oil reserves. When the model is calibrated to match observed

data over two decades, simulation results indicate that asset arbitrage made a large contribution

to the high pre-GFC oil price.
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1 Introduction

This paper looks at the macroeconomic factors behind the rapid oil price rise of the 2000s. Specifi-

cally, it models a producer’s supply decision in the face of changing interest rates. Research suggests

that a relationship between oil prices and interest rates does exist and is also important. Mabro

(1998) and Barsky and Kilian (2004) have argued that over the medium-run, interest rates will

impact producer extraction and investment decisions. Both Akram (2009) and Frankel (2006) find

evidence of a negative relationship between interest rates and the level of oil prices.

The links between commodity prices and macroeconomic performance have been reviewed ex-

tensively by Kilian (2008), among others. Mabro (1998) and Barsky and Kilian (2004) have singled

out the link with asset yields in particular, and Frankel (2006) and Akram (2009) have shown that

it has an inverse association with the price. In the markets for storable commodities this link works

through the bond yield as the opportunity cost of the funds tied up in stored commodities. In this

paper the link is extended to the petroleum market with the recognition that recorded stocks of

oil comprise a small share of annual demand (United States Energy Information Administration,

2011). The parallel with storable commodities is the decision to produce oil in the first place, as

opposed to holding it in the ground as a reserve. Oil reserves are then a key asset in producing

countries, which can be arbitraged against financial assets. Thus, when the yield on financial assets

falls, retaining oil reserves becomes more attractive to producing countries, which then have less

incentive to accommodate demand rises, and so the oil price rises.

It has long been understood that changes in interest rates alter oil prices through producer

extraction decisions if oil in the ground has value (Hotelling, 1931). Oil reserves can have value

either because of scarcity or because production capacity is fixed in the short term. Dynamic

global models accounting for this behavior are uncommon but include that by Arora (2011), which

incorporates oil reserves as a financial asset. The results of that study show that the inclusion of

the oil reserve asset greatly improves the precision with which the oil market can be simulated. Yet

alternative financial assets backed by physical capital were excluded from that study and so asset

arbitrage is unavailable.
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This paper uses a two-region framework in which the focus is on arbitrage between multiple

assets in the presence of oil producer monopoly power and open capital accounts. The problem of

the collective household of the oil exporting region is one of choosing the rate of extraction so that

the rate of return on oil in the ground matches the yields on the financial assets in its portfolio,

namely bonds issued at home and abroad to finance physical capital accumulation. Deterministic

simulations are used and the focus is on the price of oil in the lead up to and after the global

financial crisis.

Simulation results from the model show that a fall in interest rates can lead to an increase in the

price of oil. This occurs because producer extraction decisions are sensitive to the level of interest

rates, so any change in these rates will feed back to prices through the supply-side. Counterfactual

simulations also assign a large role in the price rise for falling interest rates even when related to

increased demand. The results suggest that declining yields on financial assets can explain a large

portion of the 2003-2008 price rise. The next section reviews the stylized facts and the elemental

evidence for the demand growth and asset arbitrage hypotheses. Section 3 then introduces the

model to be used and Section 4 describes the simulation results. Conclusions are offered in Section

5.

2 Oil Prices, the Production Shortfall and Financial Asset Yields

The period 2004-2007 saw the largest spike in oil prices since the 1970s (Figure 1). The most

common explanation for the price spike is that it is a fundamental consequence of an acceleration

in global demand, due to growth surges in China and India, that was not accommodated by growth

in oil production (International Energy Agency 2007). The comparatively sluggish oil supply growth

during the period is evident from Figure 2. Strikingly, OPEC production actually slows in 2004,

and falls beginning in 2005. This is the same period when the rate of growth in oil prices accelerates,

as shown in Figure 3.

A related story is a shortage of OPEC spare production capacity. This is largest in Saudi

Arabia, which has historically used it to help offset the effects of demand shocks (Hamilton, 2009).
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As Figure 4 shows, OPEC spare capacity also fell during this period, leaving Saudi Arabia the only

member with a significant surplus (United States Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 2008).

That this contributed to the spike is undisputed. Yet it is widely understood that the magnitude

and speed of the price rise requires further explanation (Hamilton, 2009). For one thing, beginning

in 2004, Saudi Arabian spare capacity actually rose, precisely at the time Figure 3 shows the oil

price rise began to steepen. For another, yields on financial assets had fallen since the 1980s which

must have made holding back production a comparatively attractive option. Standing against the

asset arbitrage hypothesis, however, is that the price spike occurred over a few short years while

the yields on financial assets had been trending down for more than two decades.

To examine the asset arbitrage hypothesis more closely, note first that the global market for

long term securities is highly integrated. While there are premia between long term government

bond yields, even within the OECD, these premia are stable through time and there is a high degree

of co-movement. This is unlike short term interest rates, which are instruments of monetary policy

and therefore follow country-specific shocks. It follows that long term rates indicate successive

equilibria between global saving supply and investment demand. Moreover, yields on the majority

of assets held in collective national portfolios are closely related to long bond yields and so these

yields constitute the opportunity cost of holding back on oil production, just as they represent the

opportunity cost of committing agricultural commodities to storage. Indeed, it is primarily long

term US government bonds that are acquired by the Asian net saving countries and by the oil

exporters, and so these represent the alternative asset to oil reserves for exporting countries. The

path of the yields on these assets follows that of U.S. 10 year Treasury Notes, as indicated in Figure

5.

The graph also shows the effects on long term nominal yields of the US-driven inflation of

the 1960s, the more widespread inflationary response to the oil shocks of the 1970s, which hid

declining and eventually negative real rates, and the eventual decline in inflation and inflationary

expectations after the early 1980s. Of particular interest, however, is that even when the ”great

moderation” had wrung out inflation expectations during the 1990s, nominal and real interest rates

continued on a downward path. This, we posit, was due to the dominance of East Asia in global
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growth after the early 1980s, combined with the fact that Asian households are net savers and their

governments have been fiscally conservative. In short, we ascribe the “savings glut” hypothesis as

a source of continuous downward pressure on long term yields in the period of interest.1

From the standpoint of oil exporting countries, and with particular reference to Saudi Arabia,

which has the largest national reserves and the greatest production capacity, this long term decline

in the yield on financial assets suggests a rising comparative rate of return on oil reserves. Under

these circumstances, failure to accommodate demand growth in Asia during the first decade of

the 2000s may have been entirely rational. Indeed, the question arises as to why the oil price

was not rising continuously over the two decades. Although the trend of the oil price was upward

throughout, as Figure 3 shows, the subsequent spike may have been brought about as a catch-up

phase due to the very low bond yields of that decade, following a period during which the oil price

might have been kept low by political pressure for high Saudi production or the off-setting rises in

non-OPEC oil production.

3 The Model

Two regions are represented, with structure to approximate the Middle Eastern OPEC countries

on the one hand and the rest of the world economy on the other, each with a collective household

that supplies labour and shares ownership of firms. One sector is non-traded services, which is

intensive in labor and is included to ensure that real exchange rate behavior is representative.

Manufacturing is intensive in physical capital and, in each region its ownership is shared by the

two regional households. The oil sector appears in both regions but is dominant in the first and

it is intensive in exhaustible oil reserves. Agriculture is included to provide an additional sector

bound to a specific factor, land. All sectors use intermediate inputs supplied by the other sectors,

1In 2007, the savings rate of the emerging world savings was almost 10% of GDP higher than its 1986-2001 average.
Investment was up as well - in 2007, it was about 4% higher than its 1986-2001 average. The big drivers of this trend
were “Developing Asia” and the “Middle East.” Developing Asia saved 45% of its GDP in 2007 – up from 33-34%
in 2002 and an average of 33% from 1994 to 2001 (and 29% from 86 to 93). It invested 38% of its GDP in 2007, an
average of between 32-33% from 1994 to 2001. The Middle East also saved 45% of its GDP in 2007 - up from 28%
of GDP back in 2002 and averages of 25% from 1994 to 2001 and 17-18% from 1986 to 1993. Investment was up just
a bit – at 25% of GDP in 2007 an average of 22% from 1994 to 2001. See Setser (2008), Paradigms (2008). See also
Chinn and Ito (2008).
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including oil, and the two regions trade in agricultural products, manufactures and oil.

Capital accounts are open but ownership is only shared in the physical capital used primarily

in each regions’ manufacturing sector. The households save at exogenous rates and each year’s

new saving is committed to bonds issued by the two manufacturing sectors (following Pennings

and Tyers (2008)) and to “buy back” of regional oil reserves (retention of oil in the ground).

Regional households can only invest in their own oil reserves and so manage portfolios comprising

manufacturing bonds from both regions and their own oil reserves. Their allocation across these

assets depends on expected rates of return and assumes imperfect substitutability between them.

Since the dynamics are deterministic, this limited substitutability between assets provides a reduced

form representation of the information and risk considerations that underlie portfolio management

decisions.

Goods and factor markets are perfectly competitive except that the balancing of rates of return

between nationally owned oil reserves and bonds ensures that depletion rates are optimal.2 The

oil exporting region therefore extracts rents from its oil trade through the collective household’s

control over net supply. Land is specific to agriculture and unchanged in supply, and labor is mobile

between sectors but not between regions. The dominant input to the oil sector is extraction from

reserves, though it also uses labor and a form of specific capital the supply of which is exogenous.

The financial asset markets modeled do not include money - all prices and values are defined

relative to a single global numeraire. Each region’s portfolio manager has perfect foresight in

forming expectations as to asset returns in the next period, although adaptive expectations are

also available.

3.1 Structure

The Middle Eastern OPEC region (R1) is modeled as having only oil as a significant export, with

imports comprising agriculture and manufactures. R1 is small compared with the rest of the world

(R2), which is a large and comparatively diversified but nonetheless dominantly a service economy.

2This balancing is incomplete in the short run, of course, since the assets are imperfectly substitutable, and so
the optimality is approximate.
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3.2 Production

In both regions production is a standard constant elasticity of substitution (CES) nest, as illustrated

in Figure 6. At the highest level, value added is combined with intermediates. Then, amongst

intermediates, oil is combined with a composite of those supplied by other sectors. This provides

flexibility in the representation of production structure as between the two quite different regions.

In particular, R1 has a dominant oil sector within which the shares and substitution elasticities

ensure the corresponding dominance of extracted oil in the production process.

3.3 Consumption

The collective household in each region derives income from domestic and foreign assets and labour

use. It is price taking in its consumption choices, deducting saving at a fixed rate from its cur-

rent income (GNP) and allocating the remainder to maximize a Cobb-Douglas utility function in

final demands for generic products. Home varieties are then differentiated from imports via the

conventional Armington (1969) assumption, for realistic intra-industry trade in agriculture and

manufactures, though the parameters are chosen so that there is virtually no two-way trade in oil.

3.4 Asset Portfolios and Investment

Savings are committed to investment in a two-step process. First, the collective household in each

region chooses between the acquisition of bonds, which define all claims over physical capital in the

two manufacturing sectors, on the one hand and oil reserves on the other. Payments for oil take

the form of denied extraction and hence lost revenue and income. In a second stage, the savings

devoted to bonds are allocated between those issued by home and foreign manufacturers.

Consider first the choice between bonds and oil. Because the assets are not perfectly substi-

tutable, due to risk considerations and preferential biases not modeled explicitly, the equilibrium

rates of return are unequal at the outset. The collective household maximizes a CES composite of

the portfolio returns, RT . For a given year, the expenditure of region i on oil reserves is RIi and
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on generic manufacturing bonds is BIi , the collective household’s problem is:

max
RIi,BIi

RT =
(
τriRI−ρri

i + τbiBI−ρri
i

) −1
ρri (1)

each period this is subject to:

siGNPi = RIi +BIi (2)

The elasticity of substitution between the two types of asset is σRB = 1/(1 + ρri) and the

weights, τ , depend on preferential biases and expected rates of return on each asset, reri for oil

and rebi for generic bonds available to region i. The expected rate of return on bonds, of course

is that on physical capital in manufacturing net of depreciation. Thus, we set τri = γri(r
e
ri)

λi and

τbi = γbi(r
e
bi)

λi , where the coefficients γ represent preferential biases and the elasticities λ indicate

the power of “return seeking” in portfolio management - the elasticities of bias to expected rates

of return.

Solving the maximization problem yields the allocations:

RIi = siGNPi

[
γσri
ri (reri)

λiσri

γσri
ri (rei )

λiσri + γσri
bi (rei )

λiσri

]
(3)

and

BIi = siGNPi

[
γσri
bi (rebi)

λiσri

γσri
ri (reri)

λiσri + γσri
bi (rebi)

λiσri

]
(4)

The investment in oil reserves, RIi, is costless, and so equivalent to leaving the oil in the ground.

Each region can only invest in its own oil reserves, however.3 If the price of oil is pri, the quantity

3This is a key element of the incompleteness of financial markets in the model.
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of oil retained is:

Iri =
RIi
pri

(5)

The savings devoted to bonds can be used to purchase both home and foreign issues. As in

the case of the choice between oil reserves and bonds, these are imperfect substitutes and therefore

yield different rates of return in any single year. To allocate saving between these bonds the region

i′s collective household chooses expenditure on home and foreign manufacturing bonds, Bi and B∗
i ,

to maximize its composite rate of return on bonds, rebi , in the same manner as for (1) and (2):

max
Bi,B∗

i

rebi =
(
θiB

−ρbi
i + θ∗i (B

∗
i )

−ρbi
)−1

ρbi (6)

Subject to:

BIi = Bi +B∗
i (7)

Here again the weights, θ, depend on the expected rates of return on the bonds issued in the two

regions: θi = φi(r
e
i )

λi and θ∗i = φ∗
i (r

∗,e
i )λi . As before, the coefficients (φ) are bias parameters and

the elasticities (λ) indicate the power of “return seeking”. Solving to maximise (6) yields demands

in region i for its own and foreign bonds:

Bi = BIi

[
φσbi
i (rei )

λiσbi

φσbi
i (rei )

λiσbi + (φ∗
i )

σbi(r∗,ei )λiσbi

]
(8)

and

B∗
i = BIi

[
(φ∗

i )
σbi(r∗,ei )λiσbi

φσbi
i (rei )

λiσbi + (φ∗
i )

σbi(r∗,ei )λiσbi

]
(9)

The savings committed to bond investment in each region finance purchases of capital goods
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that add to the capital stock.4 In a manner standard in applied general equilibrium analysis, these

capital goods are supplied by a specialised industry that forms a CES composite of manufactures

and services.

3.5 Dynamics

The principal source of dynamic behaviour in the model is the accumulation of physical capital in

the two regions. The stocks of physical capital follow convention:

ki,t+1 = ki,t(1− δi) + Ii,t (10)

Where investment, I, is determined by the bond sales explained in the previous section. The

demands thus embodied are met by region-specific capital goods industries that blend manufactures

and services. In framing their portfolio decisions, and hence their annual bond purchases, the

collective households form expectations over rates of return one year ahead. With perfect foresight

in region i, the expected rate of return on home capital (net of depreciation) is the extra value

of output earned in t + 1 for a unit capital investment in t, net of depreciation. This depends on

capital’s expected marginal physical product in t+1, calculated from the CES nest summarised in

Figure 6. It also depends on region i′s price of manufactures in t+ 1, its depreciation rate and its

composite price of capital goods in t:5

rei,t =
pmi,t+1MPki,t+1

pki,t
− δi (11)

This is balanced against the expected rate of return on oil reserves:

reri =
peri,t+1 − pri,t

pri,t
(12)

4Time to build is here just one period. Investment costs are not necessary given the damping effects that stem
from the forward looking expectations and the imperfect substitutability.

5An adaptive expectations alternative is included to allow for backward-looking expectations, though it is not
used in this analysis.
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The modeling software used is Gempack, which requires an initial solution for all endogenous

variables in every year. The dynamic nature of the model makes it a complex process to construct

a consistent multi-period baseline solution, or database. Moreover, because oil reserves are being

depleted and physical capital is accumulating at different rates in the two regions, the baseline is

not a steady state time path for the represented global economy. Codsi et al. (1992) offer a now

standard approach to this problem when the baseline is a steady state. Since the presence of two

dissimilar regions and resource depletion rules this out an alternative approach is required. The

model is therefore solved as a single high-dimension non-linear simultaneous equations problem

and the method of Wendner (1999) is used to construct a non-steady-state baseline projection.

This method dictates that the static solution for the base year be extrapolated over the simulation

horizon by adding slack terms to each dynamic equation and then running a simulation that shocks

each slack term to zero, thus building a dynamic database that is consistent with the equations of

the model and the base year data. The key experiment reported henceforth represents a simulated

departure from this dynamic baseline.

The lack of any requirement that the baseline should be a steady state then makes it possible

to simulate oil reserve depletion explicitly. So initial reserve volumes are depleted over time by

extraction for oil production. Oil supply decisions by the competitive oil industry of each region

are modified when the collective household, or government, chooses to ”buy back” oil (or constrain

depletion and supply) as part of its portfolio management. Global petroleum reserves are large

in relation to annual extraction, however, and there are gradients in quality and extraction cost

that cannot be represented in this analysis. For this reason we have chosen not to monitor the

size of the oil reserve in either region explicitly. To represent the asset arbitrage behavior that

parallels Hotelling (the drawing of oil resource yields and bond yields together through time), it is

sufficient to have collective households with market power conducting portfolio ”buy backs” along

with oil production being constrained by fixed sector-specific capital and a resource stock that is

large enough relative to annual extractions to be considered stable over the simulation interval.6

6In fact, reserve stocks need not be modeled explicitly.
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3.6 Database

The base year data includes detailed incomes and expenditures by product and region for the year

2001.7 R2, the ”rest of the world” group, is larger in GDP by a factor of 45 and more diversified

across production sectors. R1, the Middle Eastern OPEC countries, on the other hand, has a saving

rate larger than that of R2 by a factor of 2.5. Initial shares and elasticities of substitution ensure

that services are effectively non-traded between regions and the dominance of extracted oil in oil

production is ensured via its large initial share in expenditure on inputs and a very low elasticity

of substitution between extracted oil and other inputs and production factors. The key elasticities

and other parameters draw on global dynamic modeling convention (Dimaranan (2006), Dixon

and Rimmer (2002), and Dixon and Rimmer (2009)) or are conjectures the sensitivity of which is

subsequently explored. They are listed in Table 1.

4 Simulations and Results

The analysis requires the construction of a baseline simulation on the interval 1984-2007. This

simulation offers an indication of the effects of economic growth in the period, combined with bond

yield declines and expanded non-OPEC oil production, on the real oil price. To separate the savings

glut from the other determinants, the baseline simulation is compared with a single counterfactual

simulation in which there is no shift in the R2 saving rate and real yields on R2 bonds do not

decline through time.

4.1 Constructing the Baseline

The initial inter-temporal database, or baseline simulation, represents the two economies as growing

at different rates due to differences in their rates of labor force and productivity growth, their

different saving rates and the rise in non-OPEC oil production in R2. Non-OPEC oil production

7Data for the base year is from the GTAP 6 Database. The Middle Eastern OPEC countries are aggregated into
R1 and the rest of the world into R2. Standard re-aggregation methods were used, yielding a balanced matrix of
flows within and between the two regions, including financial flows and expenditures on intermediate inputs.
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is shocked on an exogenous trend that sees it rise by 20% over its 1984 level. The exogenous rates

of labor force growth in the two regions are roughly equal at two per cent per year (United States

Department of Agriculture, 2011). Industrial productivity growth rates are obtained via a closure

choice in which industrial total factor productivity is made endogenous in each region while real

GDP is exogenous. A similar approach is taken to the saving rate in R2. The initial saving rates

are shown in Table 1. That of R2 is allowed to vary through time via a choice of closure that makes

the R2 saving rate endogenous and the real rate of return on R2 bonds exogenous. This ensures

that the baseline captures the decline in bond yields associated with the savings glut period (Figure

5), which amounted to approximately 2.5% each year on average.8

A validation test of the model is to compare the baseline simulated path of the real oil price

(as imported by R2, deflated by the simulated R2 consumer price index) to its recorded value.

This is done for year on year changes in Figure 7. From this it is clear that the simulated price is

slightly high by comparison with the recorded one, which we see as a consequence of the absence

from representation in our model of close energy substitutes, such as coal and natural gas. Strong

substitution into these alternatives in the 1980s and 2000s, for such uses as power generation and

home heating, took the edge off oil demand growth in a manner that would require a much more

complex model to represent.

The volatility of the simulated series is similar to that of the actual one, with the two having

standard deviations in annual percentage changes of 2.4% and 2.6%, respectively. The correlation

coefficient is a less inspiring -0.379, though the model fits much better in the period after 2000 than

for the series as a whole. This may suggest that the asset arbitrage channel in the model is a better

representation during this period than before. Certainly, the trend toward financial globalization

continued throughout the period and capital account flows were generally less obstructed toward

the end of the period than earlier.

8The exogenous path of R2 bond yields follows that of 10-year US Treasury notes, as per Figure 5.
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4.2 Separating Asset Arbitrage From Demand Growth Effects

We conduct this decomposition by constructing a counterfactual simulation. To do so, we first

change the closures used in the baseline so that productivity shocks are exogenous at their baseline

levels and the regional real GDP levels are endogenous. Real GDP growth in R2 is then slower

due to the absence of Asian savings. Similarly, the yield on R2 bonds is rendered endogenous and

the R2 saving rate path exogenous. This time, however, there is no change to the R2 saving rate

through time, and so the R2 bond yield does not follow the observed path.9 This greatly reduces

the incentive for the market power possessing R1 collective household to “buy back” oil or hold it

in the ground. R1 oil production therefore grows quicker, and so the path of the traded oil price

shows significant differences.

The first difference is clear from Figure 8, which shows the dynamics of the baseline and coun-

terfactual oil prices. Volatility in the rate of change in the oil price is much reduced when the

path of bond yields is smoother with the constant R2 saving rate. This is to be expected given

the asset arbitrage channel made explicit in the model but the volatility link shown is borne out

by the empirical analysis of Akram (2009). The second difference is also clear from Figure 8. The

path of the counterfactual oil price is lower than the baseline, achieving a final level just under half

of the baseline value. This suggests that the demand forces driving up the oil price account for no

more than half the simulated rise over the two decades. The remainder of that rise is driven by

asset arbitrage in response to the declining trend in bond yields. The results therefore offer strong

support for the incorporation of the asset arbitrage channel in models with endogenous oil prices.

4.3 Sensitivity to Asset Substitutability

The key parameter in the model is the elasticity of substitution in investment between oil reserves

and bonds. This parameter governs the flexibility with which the collective households can rebalance

their asset portfolios as between oil reserves and financial assets and therefore the extent of the

conformity with Hotelling reserve depletion. It is unobserved, however, and so we test the robustness

9The bond yield still falls as in the baseline, but at only half of the rate.
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of the results to its value in R1, the Middle East OPEC region. The value of this parameter in the

analysis of the previous section is 2.5. Here it is varied between 0.05 and 5.0. When these changes

are made and the analysis repeated, the resulting prices are listed in Table 3. Their differences

are small enough that they do not span the gap between the baseline and counterfactual oil price

trajectories of Figure 8. The power of the asset arbitrage channel therefore seems robust to this

substitutability, suggesting that the key is in its incorporation rather than the precise value of the

substitution elasticity used.

5 Conclusion

There is empirical evidence of a negative relationship between the levels of interest rates and oil

prices though economic stories to explain this vary. To help explain this and to assess its role in oil

price determination we introduce a global model with explicit arbitrage between assets that include

oil reserves. Simulations show that a ”savings glut” shock that causes real interest rates to decline

does raise the oil price. This occurs because the collective household of the oil exporting region

manages its asset portfolio so as to balance expected rates of return across assets. Since the rate of

return on oil reserves is the expected rate of increase in the oil price between the current and the

next year, a fall in the expected rate of return on other assets due to a savings shock requires a rise

in the current oil price. This necessitates that production be held back. Alternatively, this can be

seen simply as a reallocation away from assets expected to offer lower returns toward oil reserves.

Once this behavior is represented in the model it is possible to offer a simple decomposition.

For this we use deterministic simulations to examine the rise in the oil price between the 1990s and

2008, which happens to coincide with both a surge in oil demand due to faster economic growth

in Asia and a declining trend in global long term bond yields said to be due to a ”savings glut”.

The results suggest that demand growth effects on the oil price are substantial but that the asset

arbitrage effect is large as well. Indeed, as modeled, the baseline simulated real oil price increases

between 1984 and 2008, with demand growth explaining just under half this change and asset

arbitrage the remainder. While the model’s parameterisation is elemental, sensitivity experiments
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applied to the substitutability of assets suggest that a significant contribution is made by asset

arbitrage across a wide range of values for the key elasticity driving portfolio balancing behavior.

These results also highlight the importance of modeling the supply decisions of producers and

governments of oil exporting countries when oil prices are made endogenous, while at the same

time representing financial market behavior. There is no doubt that this enables the capture of

important contributing factors in determining the price of oil. It also provides a more thorough

approach to the links between macroeconomic behavior and oil supply than if only the demand

side is modeled explicitly.
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Appendix: Parameter Values and Figures

Ag Mf Svc Oil

Elasticities of substitution
Production btw int goods & value added 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.05
Value added btw factors & 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1
Intermediates btw oil and composite 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Composite intermediates btw good 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Int demand btw home & foreign 5.0 5.0 5.0 100.0
Final demand btw home & foreign 5.0 5.0 5.0 100.0

Regional parameters
Portfolio btw oil reserves & bonds 2.5
Portfolio btw home & foreign bonds 2.5
Capital goods prodn btw mfg & services 2.5
Saving rate R1: 0.19, R2: 0.08
Depreciation rate 0.05

(a) Sources: Dimaranan (2006) and dynamic global modeling conventions assessed by
Dixon and Rimmer (2009).

Table 1: Key Parameters

Actual Baseline Counterfactual

Mean 0.00 0.048 0.041
Standard Deviation 0.026 0.024 0.012
Corr with actual - -0.379 -0.238

Table 2: Summary Statistics for Percent Change in Oil Price
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σri = 2.5 σri = 0.05 σri = 5.0

Projected 2007 Price 439% 453% 413%

Table 3: Baseline Simulation with Alternative Values of σri,
% Change Over 1984

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
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